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ANALYSIS OF INJECTION OPERATORS IN MULTIGRID SOLVERS

FOR HYBRIDIZED DISCONTINUOUS GALERKIN METHODS∗

PEIPEI LU† , ANDREAS RUPP ‡ , AND GUIDO KANSCHAT‡

Abstract. Uniform convergence of the geometric multigrid V-cycle is proven for HDG methods
with a new set of assumptions on the injection operators from coarser to finer meshes. The scheme
involves standard smoothers and local solvers which are bounded, convergent, and consistent. Elliptic
regularity is used in the proofs. The new assumptions admit injection operators local to a single
coarse grid cell. Examples for admissible injection operators are given. The analysis applies to
the hybridized local discontinuous Galerkin method, hybridized Raviart-Thomas, and hybridized
Brezzi-Douglas-Marini mixed element methods. Numerical experiments are provided to confirm the
theoretical results.

Key words. Multigrid, injection operator, Poisson equation, unified analysis, hybridized finite
elements, LDG, Raviart-Thomas, BDM.
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1. Introduction. While hybridizable discontinuous Galerkin (HDG) methods
have become an active research area in the last decades, there are few results con-
cerning the efficient solution of the resulting algebraic systems even for second order
elliptic problems. Multigrid methods for HDG so far have relied either on continuous
coarse spaces or injection operators with unnecessarily wide stencils. In this paper,
we analyze fundamental assumptions on injection operators for the convergence of the
V-cycle algorithm and we propose several such operators which are strictly local to a
single coarse grid cell.

With multigrid methods for HDG, the difficulty of devising an “injection opera-
tor” originates from the fact that the finer mesh has edges which are not refinements
of the edges of the coarse mesh. In [19], several possible injection operators were
discussed, but most of them turned out to be unstable. Following these results, a
heterogeneous multigrid method with continuous coarse space was developed in [7].
Alternatively, [13] applies a p-multigrid method to obtain a system which is equiva-
lent to a face-centered finite volume discretization, and uses an h-multigrid method,
afterwards. In [16], we constructed a multigrid method which is homogeneous in the
sense that it employs the same HDG method on all levels. We proved uniform con-
vergence of the method for stabilization parameters τℓ ∼ h−1

ℓ under the assumption
of elliptic regularity. We used the injection operator from [6]. It is higher order accu-
rate depending on the polynomial degrees, but involves wide stencils resulting from
interpolation into continuous subspaces.

In this paper, we analyze the V-cycle multigrid method under abstract assump-
tions on the injection operator. These assumptions are met by the previously used
continuous injection, but allow for a much wider class. In particular, injection opera-
tors must be conforming with continuous subspaces, but are not required to interpolate
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into these. Additionally, our new analysis only assumes the more general condition
τℓhℓ . 1 on the stabilization parameter. In particular, the convergence analysis of
multigrid methods for the hybridized Raviart-Thomas (RT-H) method and the hy-
bridized Brezzi-Douglas-Marini (BDM-H) method is covered.

The arguments in this article are centered around three sets of assumptions.
There are assumptions on the local solvers of the HDG methods, labelled (LS1)–
(LS6) in subsection 2.4. These concern stability, consistency, and convergence of the
method in several norms, and all of them have been proven in previous publications.
Second are our new assumptions on the injection operators, namely (IA1) and (IA2)
in subsection 3.1. These two sets enable us to prove assumptions (A1) to (A3) in
subsection 4.2. These are from the article [12] and they are sufficient for uniform
multigrid convergence.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: First, we introduce the
considered model and some general assumptions. Afterwards, Section 3 discusses
possible injection operator, and Section 4 describes the multigrid method and its
main convergence result. The preliminaries of this main result are shown to hold
true (under our general assumptions) in Section 5. A list of HDG methods which are
covered by our analysis is provided in Section 6 together with sources of the proofs
of their properties. The remainder of the paper consists of numerical experiments in
Section 7 and a discussion of the achieved results of the publication.

2. Model equation and discretization. We consider the standard diffusion
equation in mixed form defined on a polygonally bounded Lipschitz domain Ω ⊂ R

d

with boundary ∂Ω. We assume homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions on ∂Ω.
Thus, we approximate solutions (u, q) of

∇·q = f in Ω, (2.1a)

q +∇u = 0 in Ω, (2.1b)

u = 0 on ∂Ω, (2.1c)

for a given function f . In the analysis, we will assume elliptic regularity, namely
u ∈ H2(Ω) if f ∈ L2(Ω), such there is a constant c > 0 for which holds

|u|H2(Ω) ≤ c‖f‖L2(Ω). (2.2)

Here and in the following, L2(Ω) denotes the space of square integrable functions on
Ω with inner product and norm

(u, v)0 :=

∫

Ω

uv dx, and ‖u‖20 := (u, u)0. (2.3)

The space Hk(Ω) is the Sobolev space of k-times weakly differentiable functions with
derivatives in L2(Ω) with seminorm |·|Hk(Ω). The broken Sobolev space on the mesh

T is Hk(T ) with semi-norm |·|k,T . We note that the assumption of homogeneous
boundary data was introduced for simplicity of presentation and can be lifted by
standard arguments.

2.1. Spaces for the HDG multigrid method. Starting out from a subdivi-
sion T0 of Ω into simplices, we construct a hierarchy of meshes Tℓ for ℓ = 1, . . . , L
recursively by refinement, such that each cell of Tℓ−1 is the union of several cells of
mesh Tℓ. We assume that the mesh is regular, such that each facet of a cell is either a
facet of another cell or on the boundary. Furthermore, we assume that the hierarchy
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is shape regular and thus the cells are neither anisotropic nor otherwise distorted.
We call ℓ the level of the quasi-uniform mesh Tℓ and denote by hℓ the characteristic
length of its cells. We assume that refinement from one level to the next is not too
fast, such that there is a constant cref > 0 with

hℓ ≥ crefhℓ−1. (2.4)

This condition holds obviously for bisection as well as regular refinement.
By Fℓ we denote the set of faces of Tℓ. The subset of faces on the boundary is

FD
ℓ := {F ∈ Fℓ : F ⊂ ∂Ω}. (2.5)

Moreover, we define FT
ℓ := {F ∈ Fℓ : F ⊂ ∂T } as the set of faces of a cell T ∈ Tℓ. On

the set of faces, we define the space L2(Fℓ) as the space of square integrable functions
with the inner product

〈λ, µ〉ℓ :=
∑

T∈Tℓ

|T |

|∂T |

∫

∂T

λµ dσ ∼= hℓ

∑

F∈Fℓ

∫

F

λµ dσ. (2.6)

Note that interior faces appear twice in this definition such that expressions like 〈u, µ〉ℓ
with possibly discontinuous u ∈ H1(Tℓ) and µ ∈ L2(F) are defined without further
ado. Additionally, this inner product scales with hℓ like the L2-inner product in the
bulk domain. Its induced norm is defined by ‖µ‖2ℓ = 〈µ, µ〉ℓ.

Let p ≥ 1 and Pp be the space of (multivariate) polynomials of degree up to p.
Then, we define the space of piecewise polynomial functions on the skeleton by

Mℓ :=

{

λ ∈ L2(Fℓ)

∣
∣
∣
∣

λ|F ∈ Pp ∀F ∈ Fℓ

λ|F =0 ∀F ∈ FD
ℓ

}

. (2.7)

The HDG method involves local spaces VT and W T and a local solver on each
mesh cell T ∈ Tℓ, producing cellwise approximations uT ∈ VT and and qT ∈ W T of the
functions u and q in equation (2.1), respectively. We will also use the concatenations
of the spaces VT and W T , respectively, as a function space on Ω, namely

Vℓ :=
{
v ∈ L2(Ω)

∣
∣ v|T ∈ VT , ∀T ∈ Tℓ

}
,

W ℓ :=
{
q ∈ L2(Ω;Rd)

∣
∣ q|T ∈ W T , ∀T ∈ Tℓ

}
.

(2.8)

2.2. Hybrid discontinuous Galerkin method for the diffusion equation.

The HDG scheme for (2.1) on a mesh Tℓ consists of a local solver and a global coupling
equation. The local solver is defined cellwise by a weak formulation of (2.1) in the
discrete spaces VT ×W T and defining suitable numerical traces and fluxes. Namely,
given λ ∈ Mℓ find uT ∈ VT and qT ∈ W T , such that

∫

T

qT · pT dx−

∫

T

uT∇·pT dx = −

∫

∂T

λpT · ν dσ (2.9a)

∫

∂T

(qT · ν + τℓuT )vT dσ −

∫

T

qT · ∇vT dx = τℓ

∫

∂T

λvT dσ (2.9b)

hold for all vT ∈ VT , and all pT ∈ W T , and for all T ∈ Tℓ. Here, ν is the outward
unit normal with respect to T and τℓ > 0 is the penalty coefficient. While the local
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solvers are implemented cell by cell, it is helpful for the analysis to combine them by
concatenation. Thus, the local solvers define a mapping

Mℓ → Vℓ ×W ℓ

λ 7→ (Uℓλ,Qℓλ),
(2.10)

such that on each cell T ∈ Tℓ holds Uℓλ = uT and Qℓλ = qT . In the same way,
we define operators Uℓf and Qℓf for f ∈ L2(Ω), where now the local solutions are
defined by the system

∫

T

qT · pT dx−

∫

T

uT∇·pT dx = 0 (2.11a)

−

∫

T

qT · ∇vT dx+

∫

∂T

(qT · ν + τℓuT )vT dσ =

∫

T

fvT dx. (2.11b)

Once λ has been computed, the HDG approximation to (2.1) on mesh Tℓ will be
computed as

uℓ = Uℓλ+ Uℓf, qℓ = Qℓλ+Qℓf (2.12)

The global coupling condition is derived through a discontinuous Galerkin version
of mass balance and reads: Find λ ∈ Mℓ, such that for all µ ∈ Mℓ

∑

T∈Tℓ

∑

F∈FT
ℓ
\FD

ℓ

∫

F

(qℓ · ν + τℓ(uℓ − λ))µ dσ = 0. (2.13)

In [10], it is shown that (λ, uℓ, qℓ) ∈ Mℓ × Vℓ ×W ℓ is the solution of the coupled
system (2.9)—(2.13) if and only if it is the solution of

aℓ(λ, µ) = bℓ(µ) ∀µ ∈ Mℓ, (2.14a)

with

aℓ(λ, µ) =

∫

Ω

QℓλQℓµ dx+
∑

T∈Tℓ

∫

∂T

τℓ(Uℓλ− λ)(Uℓµ− µ) dσ, (2.14b)

bℓ(µ) =

∫

Ω

Uℓµf dx. (2.14c)

Furthermore, the bilinear form aℓ(λ, µ) is symmetric and positive definite. Thus, it
induces a norm

‖µ‖2aℓ
= aℓ(µ, µ), (2.15)

We close this subsection by associating an operator Aℓ : Mℓ → Mℓ with the bilin-
ear form aℓ(·, ·) by the relation

〈Aℓλ, µ〉ℓ = aℓ(λ, µ) ∀µ ∈ Mℓ. (2.16)

Remark 2.1. Setting τℓ ≡ 0 in the definition of the HDG methods yields hy-
bridized versions of classical mixed methods. Namely, for W T = [Pp]

d + xPp and
VT = Pp we obtain the hybridized Raviart–Thomas (RT-H) method. If W T = [Pp]

d

and VT = Pp−1, this defines the hybridized Brezzi–Douglas–Marini (BDM-H) method.
In this sense HDG methods are a generalization of these methods and therefore they
are covered by our analysis.
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2.3. Operators for the multigrid method and analysis. After the discrete
operator Aℓ has been characterized, we introduce the remaining operators here. First,
there is an injection operator Iℓ : Mℓ−1 → Mℓ. Properties of Iℓ that ensure our
analytical results as well as possible choices of injection operators are presented below
in Section 3. Next, there are two operators from Mℓ to Mℓ−1, which replace the
L2-projection and the Ritz projection of conforming methods, respectively. They are
Πℓ−1 and Pℓ−1 defined by the conditions

Πℓ−1 : Mℓ → Mℓ−1, 〈Πℓ−1λ, µ〉ℓ−1 = 〈λ, Iℓµ〉ℓ ∀µ ∈ Mℓ−1. (2.17)

Pℓ−1 : Mℓ → Mℓ−1, aℓ−1(Pℓ−1λ, µ) = aℓ(λ, Iℓµ) ∀µ ∈ Mℓ−1, (2.18)

The operator Πℓ−1 (or a discrete variation of it) is used in the implementation, while
Pℓ−1 is key to the analysis.

For the sake of analysis, we also introduce the L2-projections

Π∂
ℓ : H

2(Ω) ∩H1
0 (Ω) → Mℓ, 〈Π∂

ℓ u, µ〉ℓ = 〈u, µ〉ℓ ∀µ ∈ Mℓ, (2.19)

Πd
ℓ : H

1(Ω) → Vℓ, (Πd
ℓu,w)0 = (u,w)0 ∀w ∈ Vℓ, (2.20)

These projections obviously satisfy the standard H1-stability and L2-approximation
properties

‖u−Π∂
ℓ u‖ℓ .h2

ℓ |u|2, ∀u ∈ H2(Ω), (2.21)

‖u−Πd
ℓu‖0 .hℓ|u|1, ∀u ∈ H1(Ω). (2.22)

Here and in the following, . has the meaning of smaller than or equal to up to a
constant independent of the mesh size hℓ or the multigrid level ℓ. Moreover, we set

V c
ℓ,p+3 := {u ∈ H1

0 (Ω): u|T ∈ Pp+3(T ) ∀T ∈ Tℓ}. (2.23)

The multigrid operator for preconditioning Aℓ will be defined in Section 4.1. It
will be referred to as

Bℓ : Mℓ → Mℓ. (2.24)

It relies on a smoother

Rℓ : Mℓ → Mℓ, (2.25)

which can be defined in terms of Jacobi or Gauss-Seidel iterations, respectively. De-
note by R†

ℓ the adjoint operator of Rℓ with respect to 〈·, ·〉ℓ and define Ri
ℓ by

Ri
ℓ =

{

Rℓ if i is odd,

R†
ℓ if i is even.

(2.26)

2.4. Assumptions on local solvers. We assume that the local problem (2.9)
satisfies the following conditions for all µ ∈ Mℓ:

• The trace of the local reconstruction Uℓµ approximates the skeletal function
µ itself, namely

‖Uℓµ− µ‖ℓ . hℓ‖Qℓµ‖0. (LS1)

• Both Qℓµ and Uℓµ are bounded by the traces:

‖Qℓµ‖0 . h−1
ℓ ‖µ‖ℓ and ‖Uℓµ‖0 . ‖µ‖ℓ. (LS2)
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• The reconstruction Qℓµ approximates the negative gradient of Uℓµ. That is,

‖Qℓµ+∇Uℓµ‖0 . h−1
ℓ ‖Uℓµ− µ‖ℓ. (LS3)

• Consistency with the standard linear finite element method in the sense that
for w ∈ V

c

ℓ and µ = γℓw there holds

Qℓµ = −∇w and Uℓµ = w. (LS4)

Here, γℓ is the trace operator mapping sufficiently smooth functions on the
domain Ω to their trace on the skeleton Σℓ and

V
c

ℓ :=
{
u ∈ H1

0 (Ω)
∣
∣ u|T ∈ P1(T ) ∀T ∈ Tℓ

}
. (2.27)

• Convergence of the Lagrange multipliers to the projected traces of the ana-
lytical solution. That is, if λ is the skeletal function of HDG approximation
of u ∈ H2(Ω), which itself solves (2.1), we have

‖Π∂
ℓ u− λ‖ℓ . h2

ℓ |u|2. (LS5)

• The standard spectral properties of the condensed stiffness matrix hold in the
sense that

C1‖µ‖
2
ℓ ≤ aℓ(µ, µ) ≤ C2h

−2
ℓ ‖µ‖2ℓ . (LS6)

A list of hybrid methods matching these assumptions can be found in Section 6.

3. Injection operators. We discuss injection operators from two points of view:
first, we introduce conditions on such operators which allow us to prove multigrid
convergence. As a particular consequence of these conditions, we obtain a quasi-
orthogonality condition at the end of the first subsection. In the second subsection,
we present examples for injection operators and prove that the conditions apply.

3.1. Assumptions on injection operators. The purpose of this article is the
abstraction from specific injection operators as they have been defined in previous
publications. To this end, we will prove convergence of the standard V –cycle multigrid
method with an injection operator Iℓ admitting the following assumptions:

1. Stability of the injection operator:

‖Iℓλ‖ℓ . ‖λ‖ℓ−1 ∀λ ∈ Mℓ−1. (IA1)

2. Trace identity for conforming linear finite elements:

Iℓγℓ−1w = γℓw ∀w ∈ V
c

ℓ−1. (IA2)

Trace identity (IA2) for the injection operator together with the consistency (LS4) of
the local solver with linear conforming elements yields

Lemma 3.1 (Quasi-orthogonality). Assuming (IA2) and (LS4), then for any
λ ∈ Mℓ there holds:

(Qℓλ−Qℓ−1Pℓ−1λ,∇w)0 = 0 ∀w ∈ V
c

ℓ−1. (3.1)

Proof. For w ∈ V
c

ℓ−1 let µ = γℓ−1w, we have by (IA2) and (LS4) that

Iℓµ = γℓw, Qℓ−1µ = QℓIℓµ = −∇w, Uℓ−1µ = UℓIℓµ = w, (3.2)

which implies the result.
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Figure 3.1. Examples of original faces (blue) faces of refined mesh (red) for regular refinement
(left) and bisection (right). Faces which are refinements are solid and newly introduced faces are
dashed.

3.2. Possible injection operators. In this section, we describe several injec-
tion operators for which assumptions (IA1) and (IA2) hold. They are labeled I0ℓ to
I3ℓ and their performance in a multigrid method is tested experimentally in Section 7.

The assumptions were modeled after the analysis of the “continuous” injection
operator I0ℓ , which was introduced in [6], where also its stability was proven in the
sense of Lemma 5.1. In [16, Sect. 2.3], convergence of the same multigrid method
as in this present article with injection operator I0ℓ was proven under the additional
assumption τℓ =

c
hℓ
. Here, this analysis is generalized to τℓhℓ . 1.

The operator I0ℓ is constructed as follows: For λ ∈ Mℓ−1, apply a continuous
extension operator defined cellwise: For finite elements defined by Lagrange interpo-
lation (sometimes called nodal elements), we assign the following value at the inter-
polation points x:

[Uc
ℓ−1λ](x) =







{{λ(x)}} if x is on the boundary of a face,

λ(x) if x is in the interior of a face,

[Uℓ−1λ](x) if x is in the interior of a cell,

(3.3)

Here, {{λ(x)}} denotes the arithmetic mean of the values of λ from all faces sharing
the point x. Then, I0ℓ λ is computed by taking the trace on the skeleton of this
continuous function, namely

I0ℓ λ = γℓU
c
ℓ−1λ ∀F ∈ Fℓ. (3.4)

A simplified version of this operator has been used for the embedded discontinuous
Galerkin (EDG) method in [17]. The injection operator I0ℓ has a wide stencil. In fact,
its values on a single fine grid cell involve values from all coarse cells sharing a vertex
with the parent of the fine cell. This is detrimental for an efficient implementation
and, as we see in the numerical experiments, also for convergence of the method.
Therefore, we investigate more local injection operators.

We will discuss these operators in the context of regular refinement (also known
as red refinement) and of bisection (see Figure 3.1). When the mesh Tℓ−1 is refined to
obtain Tℓ, this refinement results in two classes of faces: those which are refinements of
the coarser faces and those which are introduced inside the coarser cells. The following
three injection operators all act as the embedding operator on the first set. They differ
in the assignment of values to the new faces, but they all have in common, that only
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the values of λ on the boundary of the cell enclosing the new face are involved. Thus,
they can be deemed local injection operators.

The injection operator I1ℓ is defined by interpolation only. It is particularly simple
for regular refinement in two dimensions, where each new face has its end points on a
face of Tℓ−1. For such a face F we name these points a and b. With this information,
we can define I1ℓ on F by linear interpolation

[I1ℓ λ](x) =
|x− b|λ(a) + |x− a|λ(b)

|a− b|
, (3.5)

where | · | denotes the Euclidean norm. For bisection, one point (a) is on a coarse
face and the other (b) is at a vertex. Thus, the method must be modified such that
instead of λ(b), we use the average {{λ(b)}}.

For higher dimensions, this method can be extended similarly to linear polyno-
mials and higher order methods. For regular refinement, we only need to assign the
values to the vertices of new faces, which will be done by averaging.

The injection operator I2ℓ uses the local reconstruction of the primary unknown
u to assign values to new faces. This results in

I2ℓ λ|F = Uℓ−1λ|F , (3.6)

for any newly generated face F . This method works the same way in any space
dimension and independently of the refinement pattern.

For the third injection operator I3ℓ , we combine the previous two approaches. If
the finite element on the face is defined by Lagrange interpolation, the values of I3ℓ λ
on the boundary of a new face F are obtained like with I1ℓ , while they are chosen as
for I2ℓ in the interior. Thus, in two dimensions, for all support points (nodes) x ∈ F ,
we set

[I3ℓ λ](x) =

{

λ(x) x ∈ ∂F,

[Uℓ−1λ](x) otherwise.
(3.7)

This methods inherits all the complications mentioned in the description of I1ℓ .

Lemma 3.2. Injection operator I1ℓ is bounded in the sense of (IA1). Assuming
additionally (LS2), injection operators I0ℓ , I

2
ℓ , and I3ℓ admit assumption (IA1). As-

sumption (IA2) holds for I1ℓ . If, additionally, (LS4) holds, then also I0ℓ , I
2
ℓ , and I3ℓ

admit assumption (IA2).

Proof. First, we prove assumption (IA1) for injection operators I∗ℓ where ∗ =
1, 2, 3. Let T ∈ Tℓ−1 be a mesh cell which is refined into new cells, and let Σℓ(T ) be
the resulting set of faces. Obviously, for λ ∈ Mℓ−1 there holds

‖I∗ℓ λ‖L2(∂T ) = ‖λ‖L2(∂T ) , (3.8)

for all three injection operators. For interior faces F , there holds

‖I∗ℓ λ‖L∞(F ) . ‖λ‖L∞(∂T ) , (3.9)

either by the interpolation property or by the boundedness of Uℓ−1. On ∂T , we can
use an inverse estimate, such that we obtain the bound in L2,

‖I∗ℓ λ‖L2(F ) . ‖λ‖L2(∂T ) . (3.10)
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The number of faces in Σℓ(T ) is uniformly bounded by virtue of (2.4). Thus, we
obtain

‖I∗ℓ λ‖L2(Σℓ(T )) . ‖λ‖L2(∂T ) , (3.11)

which easily transforms to

‖I∗ℓ λ‖ℓ . ‖λ‖ℓ−1 . (3.12)

Assumption (IA1) holds for I0ℓ with similar arguments. The additional averaging
results in replacing ∂T by (∂W (T )) where W (T ) = {T ′|T ′ ∩ T 6= ∅} in (3.11).

For I0ℓ , I
2
ℓ and I3ℓ assumption (IA2) follows from the same property of the local

solver, namely (LS4), while for I1ℓ , it is obvious.

4. Multigrid method and main convergence result. We consider a stan-
dard (symmetric) V-cycle multigrid method applied to the system of linear equations
arising from (2.14). We follow the common approach of treating smoothing and
coarse grid corrections separately. As our focus is on the injection operator, we al-
most entirely ignore the question of smoothing and allow any smoother which fits into
the framework of [2], in particular pointwise Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel methods. The
method in its standard form, see [3] is presented in Section 4.1 and the analysis based
on abstract arguments following [12] follows in Section 4.2.

4.1. Multigrid algorithm. Let m ∈ N\{0} be the number of fine-level smooth-
ing steps. We recursively define the multigrid operator of the refinement level ℓ

Bℓ : Mℓ → Mℓ, (4.1)

by the following steps. Let B0 = A−1
0 . For ℓ > 0, let x0 = 0 ∈ Mℓ. Then for µ ∈ Mℓ,

1. Define xi ∈ Mℓ for i = 1, . . . ,m by

xi = xi−1 +Ri
ℓ(µ−Aℓx

i−1). (4.2)

2. Set y0 = xm + Iℓq, where q ∈ Mℓ−1 is defined as

q = Bℓ−1Πℓ−1(µ−Aℓx
m). (4.3)

3. Define yi ∈ Mℓ for i = 1, . . . ,m as

yi = yi−1 +Ri+m
ℓ (µ−Aℓy

i−1). (4.4)

4. Let Bℓµ = ym.

4.2. Main convergence result. The analysis of the multigrid method is based
on the framework introduced in [12]. There, convergence is traced back to three
assumptions. Let λA

ℓ be the largest eigenvalue of Aℓ, and

Kℓ :=
(
1− (1 −RℓAℓ)(1−R†

ℓAℓ)
)
A−1

ℓ . (4.5)

Then, there exists constants C1, C2, C3 > 0 independent of the mesh level ℓ, such that
there holds

• Regularity approximation assumption:

|aℓ(λ− IℓPℓ−1λ, λ)| ≤ C1
‖Aℓλ‖

2
ℓ

λA
ℓ

∀λ ∈ Mℓ. (A1)
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• Stability of the “Ritz quasi-projection” Pℓ−1 and injection Iℓ :

‖λ− IℓPℓ−1λ‖aℓ
≤ C2‖λ‖aℓ

∀λ ∈ Mℓ. (A2)

• Smoothing hypothesis:
‖λ‖2ℓ
λA
ℓ

≤ C3〈Kℓλ, λ〉ℓ. (A3)

Theorem 3.1 in [12] reads

Theorem 4.1. Assume that (A1), (A2), and (A3) hold. Then for all ℓ ≥ 0,

|aℓ(λ−BℓAℓλ, λ)| ≤ δaℓ(λ, λ), (4.6)

where

δ =
C1C3

m− C1C3
with m > 2C1C3. (4.7)

Thus, in order to prove uniform convergence of the multigrid method, we will now
set out to verify these assumptions.

Our analysis focuses to standard smoothers like Jacobi or Gauss-Seidel methods.
Thus, proof of the smoothing hypothesis (A3) reduces to verify the assumptions of [2,
Theorems 3.1 and 3.2], which in turn boils down to checking the limited interaction
property. This holds trivially, since the bilinear form aℓ(., .) couples to degrees of
freedom only if they are either associated to the same face or to another face which
shares a common mesh cell. We note that this also extends to block variants of these
smoothers grouping degrees of freedom locally by face or by cell.

5. Convergence analysis. We are proving the missing two assumptions of the
multigrid error analysis. We begin with a subsection which derives a fundamental
theorem on the energy stability of the injection operators based on the abstract as-
sumptions. Assumption (A2) is an immediate consequence of these bounds. In the
second part of this section, we prove assumption (A1).

5.1. Energy stability of the injection and proof of (A2). We begin this
part by proving the boundedness of Iℓ with respect to several measures. In particular,
we show energy stability of the injection operator and the “Ritz projection”.

Lemma 5.1. Assuming (IA1), (IA2), (LS1)–(LS4), we have for all λ ∈ Mℓ−1

‖QℓIℓλ‖0 . ‖Qℓ−1λ‖0, (5.1)

‖Uℓ−1λ− UℓIℓλ‖0 . hℓ−1‖Qℓ−1λ‖0 . hℓ‖Qℓ−1λ‖0. (5.2)

If additionally τℓhℓ . 1, we have

aℓ(Iℓλ, Iℓλ) . aℓ−1(λ, λ) ∀λ ∈ Mℓ−1, (5.3)

aℓ−1(Pℓ−1λ, Pℓ−1λ) . aℓ(λ, λ) ∀λ ∈ Mℓ. (5.4)

In order to prove Lemma 5.1 we need some preliminaries, which are the subjects of
the following lemmas. They make use of the averaging linear interpolation

Iavgℓ : Vℓ → V
c

ℓ, (5.5)

defined by the canonical interpolation operator I into linear finite elements and aver-
aging in the vertices x of the cell T1, namely

[Iavgℓ u] (x) =
1

nx

nx∑

i=1

u|Ti
(x). (5.6)
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Here, nx is the number of elements meeting in vertex x and u|Ti
is the restriction

of a function u ∈ Vℓ to cell Ti, which is single valued at x. For x ∈ ∂Ω, we let
[Iavgℓ u] (x) = 0.

Lemma 5.2. If (LS1) and (LS3) hold, then for any ℓ there holds

|Iavgℓ Uℓλ|1 . ‖Qℓλ‖0, ∀λ ∈ Mℓ, (5.7)

‖Uℓλ− Iavgℓ Uℓλ‖ℓ . hℓ‖Qℓλ‖0 ∀λ ∈ Mℓ. (5.8)

Proof. By standard scaling arguments, we have for the canonical interpolation
operator I interpolating a polynomial u on any cell T

h−2
T ‖Iu‖20,T +

∣
∣Iu

∣
∣
2

1,T
. h−2

T |T |
∑

x

|u(x)|2,

h−2
T ‖u− Iu‖20,T +

∣
∣Iu

∣
∣
2

1,T
. |u|21,T .

(5.9)

A simple computation yields

[Iavgℓ u]|T1

(x) = u|T1
(x) +

1

nx

nx∑

i=2

(
u|Ti

(x)− u|T1
(x)

)
. (5.10)

Using the fact that u|T is polynomial for any T and a standard scaling argument, we
obtain for any two cells Ti and Tj sharing an edge

(
u|Ti

(x)− u|Tj
(x)

)2
.

1

|F |

∫

F

(
u|Ti

− u|Tj

)2
. (5.11)

If two cells sharing the vertex x do not share a face, they are connected by a chain of
less than nx cells where each is sharing a face with the next.

At this point, we use the assumption that our meshes are quasi-uniform and form
a shape-regular family. As a consequence, nx is uniformly bounded and |T |/|F | ∼ hℓ.
We sum up and use estimate (5.10) and (5.11) to obtain

‖Iavgℓ u− Iu‖20 .
∑

T∈Tℓ

∑

x

|T ||Iavgℓ u(x)− u(x)|2 . ‖[[u]]‖2ℓ ,

which together with triangle inequality and (5.9) indicates

‖Iavgℓ u− u‖20 . h2
ℓ |u|

2
1,Tℓ

+ ‖[[u]]‖2ℓ . (5.12)

Entering u = Uℓλ and adding λ− λ into the second term yields

‖Iavgℓ Uℓλ− Uℓλ‖
2
0 . h2

ℓ |Uℓλ|
2
1,Tℓ

+ ‖Uℓλ− λ‖2ℓ . h2
ℓ‖Qℓλ‖

2
0,

where we use (LS1) and (LS3) in the second inequality. Similarly, we can get

|Iavgℓ Uℓλ− Uℓλ|1,Tℓ
. ‖Qℓλ‖0.

Using (LS1) and (LS3) again, (5.7) is concluded.

Lemma 5.3. If (LS1) and (LS3) hold, then

‖λ− γℓI
avg
ℓ Uℓλ‖ℓ . hℓ‖Qℓλ‖0 ∀λ ∈ Mℓ.
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Proof. First, we use triangle inequality to split up the difference:

‖λ− γℓI
avg
ℓ Uℓλ‖ℓ ≤ ‖λ− Uℓλ‖ℓ

︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:Ξ1

+ ‖Uℓλ− γℓI
avg
ℓ Uℓλ‖ℓ

︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:Ξ2

(5.13)

Now, we have to bound the individual summands:

Ξ1 . ‖λ− Uℓλ‖ℓ
(LS1)

. hℓ‖Qℓλ‖0, (5.14)

Ξ2 . hℓ‖Qℓλ‖0, (5.15)

where Ξ2 is estimated by the means of Lemma 5.2.

Using these results, we can prove Lemma 5.1.

Proof of Lemma 5.1. We start with proving the first inequality by

‖QℓIℓλ‖0 ≤ ‖QℓIℓλ+∇Iavgℓ−1Uℓ−1λ‖0 + ‖∇Iavgℓ−1Uℓ−1λ‖0

.‖QℓIℓλ−QℓγℓI
avg
ℓ−1Uℓ−1λ‖0 + |Iavgℓ−1Uℓ−1λ|1,

where the second estimate uses (LS4) to replace the gradient by Qℓγℓ. Now, by (LS2)
we can bound the error in Qℓ gaining a negative power of hℓ, and by (IA2) we can
insert the injection operator into the subtrahend:

‖QℓIℓλ‖0 . h−1
ℓ ‖Iℓλ− Iℓγℓ−1I

avg
ℓ−1Uℓ−1λ‖ℓ + |Iavgℓ−1Uℓ−1λ|1.

Next, we can get rid of the injection operators due to their L2 stability (IA1). The
last step in this chain of inequalities consists in the application of Lemmas 5.2 and
5.3 to bound the remaining summands:

‖QℓIℓλ‖0 . h−1
ℓ ‖λ− γℓ−1I

avg
ℓ−1Uℓ−1λ‖ℓ−1 + |Iavgℓ−1Uℓ−1λ|1 . ‖Qℓ−1λ‖0. (5.16)

With the first inequality done, we can also prove the second inequality splitting
it up via

‖Uℓ−1λ− UℓIℓλ‖0 ≤ ‖Uℓ−1λ− Iavgℓ−1Uℓ−1λ‖0
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:Ξ1

+ ‖Iavgℓ−1Uℓ−1λ− UℓIℓλ‖0
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:Ξ2

(5.17)

and bounding its individual terms by

Ξ1 =‖Uℓ−1λ− Uℓ−1γℓ−1I
avg
ℓ−1Uℓ−1λ‖0

.‖λ− γℓ−1I
avg
ℓ−1Uℓ−1λ‖ℓ−1 . hℓ‖Qℓ−1λ‖0,

where the identity is assumption (LS4), and the first estimate is the stability of Uℓ−1

(i.e. assumption (LS2)). The last inequality would be Lemma 5.3 if we were on level ℓ.
Since this is not true, we additionally need to estimate hℓ−1 by hℓ using (2.4). Similar
to Ξ1, we use assumption (LS4) to rewrite it and (LS2) to get rid of Uℓ. Afterwards,
however we use the identity property of the injection operator (IA2) to insert it into
the subtrahend:

Ξ2 =‖UℓIℓλ− UℓγℓI
avg
ℓ−1Uℓ−1λ‖0

.‖Iℓλ− Iℓγℓ−1I
avg
ℓ−1Uℓ−1λ‖ℓ

.‖λ− γℓ−1I
avg
ℓ−1Uℓ−1λ‖ℓ−1,
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where the stability of the injection operator (IA1), on the other side, allowed us to
remove both (the original and the previously inserted) injection operators. As for Ξ2,
the remaining steps consist of the application of Lemma 5.3 and (2.4).

Ξ2 .hℓ−1‖Qℓ−1λ‖0 . hℓ‖Qℓ−1λ‖0.

The third inequality is a direct consequence of (LS1) (bounding the term τℓ
hℓ
‖UℓIℓλ−

Iℓλ‖2ℓ ) and Lemma 5.1:

aℓ(Iℓλ, Iℓλ) = ‖QℓIℓλ‖
2
0 +

τℓ
hℓ

‖UℓIℓλ− Iℓλ‖
2
ℓ . ‖QℓIℓλ‖

2
0

.‖Qℓ−1λ‖
2
0 ≤ aℓ−1(λ, λ), (5.18)

while the fourth inequality follows from

‖Pℓ−1λ‖
2
aℓ−1

= aℓ(λ, IℓPℓ−1λ) ≤ ‖λ‖aℓ
‖IℓPℓ−1λ‖aℓ

. ‖λ‖aℓ
‖Pℓ−1λ‖aℓ−1

, (5.19)

which itself is a consequence of the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality and the third inequal-
ity.

Lemma 5.4. Under the assumptions of Lemma 5.1, (A2) holds.

Proof.

aℓ(λ−Iℓ−1Pℓλ, λ− IℓPℓ−1λ) (5.20)

=aℓ(λ, λ) − 2aℓ(λ, IℓPℓ−1λ) + aℓ(IℓPℓ−1λ, IℓPℓ−1λ)

≤aℓ(λ, λ)−2aℓ−1(Pℓ−1λ, Pℓ−1λ)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

≤0

+C aℓ−1(Pℓ−1λ, Pℓ−1λ)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

.‖λ‖2
aℓ

,

5.2. Proof of (A1). It remains to show that assumption (A1) holds true, which
is the statement of Theorem 5.8 below. Its proof follows similar lines as the one
for standard multigrid methods, but some adjustments are necessary which make it
technically more involved. A typical step in multigrid proofs consists in considering
Aℓλ as a function in L2(Ω) and using it as right hand side in an auxiliary prob-
lem. In the context of HDG methods, Aℓλ is only a Borel measure on the skeleton.
Since the mapping from f to the “Neumann” trace in (2.11) cannot be guaranteed to
be surjective—simple counting of dimensions in low order cases shows that in some
cases it even cannot be surjective—the auxiliary solution ũ must be defined in an
inconsistent way, introducing an additional error.

Then, λℓ and λℓ−1 are interpreted as Galerkin approximations to the solution ũ of
this auxiliary problem, thus obtaining an error estimate through Galerkin orthogonal-
ity. Here, we have to deviate in two respects. Here, we only have quasi-orthogonality
from Lemma 3.1.

We first address the construction of a right hand side in L2(Ω) by the lifting
Sℓ : Mℓ → V c

ℓ,p+3 ⊂ L2(Ω), which was inspired by [19] and coincides with [14, Lem.A.3]
for the two dimensional case and [18, Def.5.46] for three dimensional. An extremely
similar (upto the need of averaging node values) operator has been used to investigate
multigrid convergence of EDG methods in [17]. For each λ ∈ Mℓ it is defined by the
following conditions:

(Sℓλ, v)T = (Uℓλ, v)T ∀v ∈ Pp(T ), ∀T ∈ Tℓ, (5.21a)

〈Sℓλ, η〉F = 〈λ, η〉F ∀η ∈ Pp+1(F ), ∀F ∈ Fℓ (5.21b)

Sℓλ(a) = {{λ(a)}} ∀a is a vertex in Tℓ, a 6∈ ∂Ω, (5.21c)

Sℓλ(a) = 0 ∀a is a vertex in Tℓ, a ∈ ∂Ω. (5.21d)
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The degrees of freedom in equations (5.21) follow the standard geometrical decom-
position of polynomial spaces on simplices, see for instance [1, Section 4]. Thus, it is
well-defined and approximates Uℓλ, since it is its L

2 : V c
ℓ,p+3 → Vℓ projection (with re-

spect to polynomials of degree at most p). Moreover, it approximates λ, since it is its
L2 projection, and it approximates the values in the vertices by attending their means.
Its construction extends to the three-dimensional case by increasing the polynomial
order by one, thus defining Sℓ : Mℓ → V c

ℓ,p+4 and adding the conditions

〈Sℓλ, η〉Γ = 〈{{λ}}, η〉Γ ∀η ∈ Pp+2(Γ), (5.22)

for all edges Γ of the tetrahedron. Here, {{λ}} is again the average taken over all
cells adjacent to Γ. This construction extends to dimensions higher than three if so
desired. Below, we will make use of the range of Sℓ, namely SℓMℓ and the fact that
it is piecewise polynomial.

We summarize the properties of Sℓλ:

Lemma 5.5 (Properties of Sℓλ). Under assumptions (LS1)–(LS4), we have

‖Sℓλ‖0 ∼= ‖λ‖ℓ ∀λ ∈ Mℓ (norm equiv.) (5.23)

Sℓγℓw = w ∀w ∈ V
c

ℓ (lifting identity) (5.24)

|Sℓλ|1 . ‖Qℓλ‖0 ∀λ ∈ Mℓ (lifting bound) (5.25)

Proof. By the standard scaling argument and using (LS2), we immediately have
norm equivalence.

For all w ∈ V
c

ℓ, we have Uℓγℓw = w from (LS4). Thus, by definition of Sℓγℓw, we
get the lifting identity. Finally, using the lifting identity and inverse inequality yields

|Sℓλ|1 ≤ |Sℓλ− Iavgℓ Uℓλ|1 + |Iavgℓ Uℓλ|1 (5.26)

. h−1
ℓ ‖Sℓλ− SℓγℓI

avg
ℓ Uℓλ‖0 + |Iavgℓ Uℓλ|1 (5.27)

. h−1
ℓ ‖λ− γℓI

avg
ℓ Uℓλ‖ℓ + |Iavgℓ Uℓλ|1, (5.28)

where the last inequality uses norm equivalence (5.23). Thus, we obtain the lifting
bound if combined with Lemmas 5.2 & 5.3.

We now use Sℓ to construct the right hand side of the auxiliary problem. As Aℓλ is
in the dual of Mℓ, a natural condition is

(fλ, Sℓµ) = 〈Aℓλ, µ〉 = aℓ(λ, µ) ∀µ ∈ Mℓ. (5.29)

This problem is guaranteed to have a unique solution if we search for fλ in the space
SℓMℓ. The construction avoids the question of surjectivity of Sℓ and will be justified
by the error estimates below. Now, we are ready to define ũ ∈ H1

0 (Ω) as the unique
solution of

(∇ũ,∇v) = (fλ, v) ∀v ∈ H1
0 (Ω). (5.30)

Furthermore, for any ℓ = 0, . . . , L we introduce its HDG approximation λ̃ℓ ∈ Mℓ with

aℓ(λ̃ℓ, µ) = (fλ,Uℓµ) ∀µ ∈ Mℓ. (5.31)

Next, we prove the approximation result for λ̃ℓ which is a generalization of [16,
Lem. 4.6].
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Lemma 5.6. Assume that (LS1)–(LS4) hold. Then, we have for all λ ∈ Mℓ

‖λ− λ̃ℓ‖aℓ
. hℓ‖Aℓλ‖ℓ, ‖fλ‖0 . ‖Aℓλ‖ℓ. (5.32)

Proof. From (5.29) and (5.23), we have for µ = Φλ that

‖fλ‖
2
0 = ‖SℓΦλ‖

2
0 = 〈Aℓλ,Φλ〉ℓ ≤ ‖Aℓλ‖ℓ‖Φλ‖ℓ . ‖Aℓλ‖ℓ‖SℓΦλ‖0, (5.33)

which implies the second inequality.
Since aℓ(λ, µ) = (fλ, Sℓµ) and aℓ(λ̃ℓ, µ) = (fλ,Uℓµ)0, we have

aℓ(λ− λ̃ℓ, µ) = (fλ, Sℓµ− Uℓµ) ∀µ ∈ Mℓ. (5.34)

Thus, for all µ ∈ Mℓ

‖Sℓµ− Uℓµ‖0 = ‖Sℓµ−Πd
ℓSℓµ‖0

(2.22)

. hℓ|Sℓµ|1
(5.25)

. hℓ‖Qℓλ‖0. (5.35)

Taking µ = λ− λ̃ℓ in (5.34) and using (5.35), we have

‖λ− λ̃ℓ‖
2
aℓ

. ‖fλ‖0hℓ‖Qℓ(λ− λ̃ℓ)‖0 ≤ hℓ‖fλ‖0‖λ− λ̃ℓ‖aℓ
, (5.36)

which yields the result after using the theorem’s second inequality.

Lemma 5.7 (Reconstruction approximation). Assume that (IA1), (IA2), as well
as (LS1)–(LS5) hold. If the model problem has elliptic regularity, then for all λ ∈ Mℓ,
there exists an auxiliary function u ∈ V

c

ℓ−1 such that

‖Qℓλ+∇u‖0 + ‖Qℓ−1Pℓ−1λ+∇u‖0 . hℓ‖Aℓλ‖ℓ. (5.37)

Proof. We only prove the inequality for the second term, since the first one can
be treated analogously. We set u = Π

c

ℓ−1ũ, where Π
c

ℓ−1 is the L2-projection into V
c

ℓ−1

with the standard stability and approximation estimates

|Π
c

ℓu|1 . |u|1, ∀u ∈ H1(Ω), (5.38)

‖u−Π
c

ℓu‖0 . h2
ℓ |u|2, ∀u ∈ H2(Ω). (5.39)

and split up the term, we want to bound via

‖Qℓ−1Pℓ−1λ+∇u‖0 ≤ ‖Qℓ−1Pℓ−1λ−Qℓ−1Pℓ−1λ̃ℓ‖0
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:Ξ1

+ ‖Qℓ−1Pℓ−1λ̃ℓ −Qℓ−1λ̃ℓ−1‖0
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:Ξ2

+ ‖Qℓ−1λ̃ℓ−1 +∇Π
c

ℓ−1ũ‖0
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:Ξ3

. (5.40)

The estimate of Ξ1 follows immediately from (5.32), (5.19) and (2.14b). Using (2.18),
(5.31), (5.32), Lemma 5.1, and setting eℓ−1 = Pℓ−1λ̃ℓ − λ̃ℓ−1 we obtain

Ξ2
2 ≤ aℓ−1(eℓ−1, eℓ−1) ≤ ‖fλ‖0‖Uℓ−1eℓ−1 − UℓIℓeℓ−1‖0 . hℓΞ2‖Aℓλ‖ℓ. (5.41)

Finally, we rewrite Ξ3 by (LS4), estimate it using (LS2)

Ξ3 =‖Qℓ−1λ̃ℓ−1 −Qℓ−1γℓ−1Π
c

ℓ−1ũ‖0 (5.42)

.h−1
ℓ−1‖λ̃ℓ−1 − γℓ−1Π

c

ℓ−1ũ‖ℓ−1

≤ h−1
ℓ−1

(

‖λ̃ℓ−1 −Π∂
ℓ−1ũ‖ℓ−1 + ‖Π∂

ℓ−1ũ− ũ‖ℓ−1 + ‖ũ−Π
c

ℓ−1ũ‖0
)

,
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and use triangle’s inequality. Next, we use (LS5) on the first summand, (2.21) on the
second summand, and (5.39) on the third summand to obtain

Ξ3 .h−1
ℓ−1

(
h2
ℓ−1|ũ|2

)
. hℓ−1‖Aℓλ‖ℓ . hℓ‖Aℓλ‖ℓ

Using the aforementioned results, we can formulate an improved version of [16, Theo. 4.1]:

Theorem 5.8. If (2.1) has elliptic regularity, τℓhℓ . 1, and (IA1), (IA2), and
(LS1)–(LS6) hold, then (A1) is satisfied.

Proof. The proof uses similar arguments as [16, Theo. 4.1]. Nevertheless, since
there are a few modifications and this article is more general, we present it here as
well. First, we note that by standard arguments, for instance [12, Theorem 3.6], it is
sufficient to prove

|aℓ(λ− IℓPℓ−1λ, λ)| . h2
ℓ‖Aℓλ‖

2
ℓ (5.43)

By the bilinearity of aℓ(., .) and its definition in (2.14b), there holds

aℓ(λ− IℓPℓ−1λ, λ) = aℓ(λ, λ) − aℓ−1(Pℓ−1λ, Pℓ−1λ)
∼=(Qℓλ,Qℓλ)0 − (Qℓ−1Pℓ−1λ,Qℓ−1Pℓ−1λ)0 (T1)

+
τℓ
hℓ

‖Uℓλ− λ‖2ℓ −
τℓ−1

hℓ−1
‖Uℓ−1Pℓ−1λ− Pℓ−1λ‖

2
ℓ−1. (T2)

By binomial factorization, we obtain

(T1) = (Qℓλ+Qℓ−1Pℓ−1λ,Qℓλ−Qℓ−1Pℓ−1λ)0. (5.44)

Now we use quasi-orthogonality on the left to insert ∇w with w ∈ V
c

ℓ−1 and add zero
on the right to obtain

(T1) = (Qℓλ+ 2∇w +Qℓ−1Pℓ−1λ,Qℓλ±∇w −Qℓ−1Pℓ−1λ)0. (5.45)

Thus, applying Bunyakovsky-Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the reconstruction ap-
proximation lemma 5.7 yields

(T1) . hℓ‖Aℓλ‖ℓ hℓ‖Aℓλ‖ℓ = h2
ℓ‖Aℓλ‖

2
ℓ . (5.46)

It remains to show an equivalent estimate for (T2). We estimate the first term
using (LS4) for the identities and (LS1) for the estimate:

τℓ
hℓ

‖Uℓλ− λ‖2ℓ =
τℓ
hℓ

‖Uℓ(λ− γℓw) + (λ− γℓw)‖
2
ℓ (5.47)

. τℓhℓ‖Qℓ(λ− γℓw)‖
2
0 = τℓhℓ‖Qℓλ+∇w‖20, (5.48)

for any w ∈ V
c

ℓ. Again, we use lemma 5.7 to estimate

τℓ
hℓ

‖Uℓλ− λ‖2ℓ . h2
ℓ‖Aℓλ‖

2
ℓ . (5.49)

The second term has the same structure on level ℓ − 1. Exploiting the fact that
hℓ and hℓ−1 are similar due to (2.4), we can use the same argument together with
boundedness of Pℓ−1.

6. HDG methods covered by our analysis. In this section, we give three
HDG methods sufficing the general assumptions on local problems:
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6.1. LDG-H methods. Here, the spaces are

VT = Pp(T ) W T = [Pp(T )]
d (6.1)

Under the assumption τℓhℓ . 1, the required results have been proven in the following
sources:

• (LS1) is a combination of [7, (3.10) & (3.14)].
• (LS2) can be found in [7, Theo. 3.1].
• (LS3) is [6, Lem. 3.3].
• (LS4) is [7, Lem. 3.5.iii].
• (LS5) is [11, Thm. 4.1].
• (LS6) is [19, Thm. 4.8].

6.2. RT-H methods. Here, τℓ ≡ 0 and we use the standard Raviart-Thomas
spaces

VT = Pp(T ) W T = [Pp(T )]
d + xPp (6.2)

Proof of the assumptions can be found at:
• (LS1) is [19, Lem. 4.2].
• (LS2) is [9, Lem. 3.3].
• (LS3) is similar to [6, Lem. 3.3].
• (LS4) is easy to verify.
• (LS5) is [9, Cor. 3.9].
• (LS6) is [15, Thm. 2.3].

6.3. BDM-H methods. VT = Pp−1(T ), W T = [Pp(T )]
d, τℓ ≡ 0

Here, we restrict ourselves to the cases, where p ≥ 2:
• (LS1) is similar to the RT-H case. Thus, integrating (2.9a) by parts on T
gives

(QBDM
ℓ λ+∇UBDM

ℓ λ,pT )T
∼= h−1

ℓ 〈UBDM
ℓ λ− λ,pT · νT 〉∂T (6.3)

According to [4, (3.41)], there is a pT such that

pT · νT = UBDM
ℓ λ− λ, (pT ,∇w)0,T = 0 ∀w ∈ Pp−1(T ),

and ‖pT ‖0,T . ‖pT ‖ℓ,∂T ,

which is obvious from the degrees of freedom of BDM and a scaling argument.
With this pT in (6.3), we obtain

h−1
ℓ ‖UBDM

ℓ λ− λ‖2ℓ,∂T
∼= (QBDM

ℓ λ,pT )T ≤ ‖QBDM
ℓ λ‖0,T ‖pT ‖0,T

. ‖QBDM
ℓ λ‖0,T ‖U

BDM
ℓ λ− λ‖ℓ,∂T

• (LS3) is similar to [6, Lem. 3.3].
• (LS4) is easy to verify.
• (LS5) is [9, Cor. 7.1].
• (LS2) & (LS6) can be deduced by the comparison of RT-H and BDM-H. By
[8, Lem. 4.4], we have on each T ∈ Tℓ that

Q
RT
ℓ λ = Q

BDM
ℓ λ, UBDM

ℓ λ = Πd
ℓ,p−1U

RT
ℓ λ,

where Πd
ℓ,p−1U

RT
ℓ λ ∈ Pp−1(T ) satisfying

(Πd
ℓ,p−1U

RT
ℓ λ, v)0 = (URT

ℓ λ, v) ∀v ∈ Pp−1(T ).

Then, (LS2) for RT-H implies (LS2) for BDM-H and by [8, Thm. 4.1] the
same holds for (LS6).
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Figure 7.1. Initial mesh for numerical experiments.

mesh level 2 3 4 5 6 7

smoother 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

p
=

1

# DoFs 80 352 1472 6016 24320 97792

τ = 1
h

33 17 39 20 38 19 36 19 35 18 35 18
τ = 1 33 17 39 19 36 18 35 18 34 17 33 17

p
=

2

# DoFs 120 528 2208 9024 36480 146688

τ = 1
h

13 08 12 07 11 07 10 06 10 06 09 05
τ = 1 13 08 12 07 11 07 10 06 10 06 09 05

p
=

3

# DoFs 160 704 2944 12032 48640 195584

τ = 1
h

24 15 25 15 25 15 25 15 25 15 25 15
τ = 1 24 15 25 15 25 15 25 15 25 15 25 15

Table 7.1

Numbers of iterations with one and two smoothing steps. The polynomial degree of the HDG
method is p and the injection operator is the one from [16].

7. Numerical experiments. For the numerical evaluation of our multigrid
method for HDG, we consider the following Poisson problem on the unit square
Ω = [0, 1]2:

−∆u = 1 in Ω, (7.1a)

u = 0 on ∂Ω. (7.1b)

The first mesh is shown in Figure 7.1 and it is successively refined in our experiments.
The implementation is based on the FFW toolbox from [5]. It uses a Lagrange basis
with equidistant support points and the Euclidean inner product in the coefficient
space instead of the inner product 〈., .〉ℓ. These two inner products are equivalent up
to a factor of h2

ℓ . Supposing that the matrix form of (7.1) is Ax = b, we stop the
iteration for solving the linear system of equations if

‖b−Axiter‖2
‖b‖2

< 10−6. (7.2)

The results of this procedure are illustrated in Tables 7.1 – 7.4.
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mesh level 2 3 4 5 6 7

smoother 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

p
=

1

# DoFs 80 352 1472 6016 24320 97792

τ = 1
h

18 10 22 12 22 12 23 12 23 12 23 12
τ = 1 18 10 21 12 22 12 22 12 22 12 23 12

p
=

2

# DoFs 120 528 2208 9024 36480 146688

τ = 1
h

13 08 13 07 12 07 12 07 12 07 12 07
τ = 1 13 08 13 07 12 07 12 07 12 07 12 07

p
=

3

# DoFs 160 704 2944 12032 48640 195584

τ = 1
h

17 11 17 10 17 10 17 10 17 10 17 10
τ = 1 17 11 17 10 17 10 17 10 17 10 17 10

Table 7.2

Numbers of iterations with one and two smoothing steps. The polynomial degree of the HDG
method is p and the injection operator is I1

ℓ
.

mesh level 2 3 4 5 6 7

smoother 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

p
=

1

# DoFs 80 352 1472 6016 24320 97792

τ = 1
h

18 10 22 12 22 12 23 12 23 12 23 12
τ = 1 18 10 21 12 22 12 22 12 22 12 23 12

p
=

2

# DoFs 120 528 2208 9024 36480 146688

τ = 1
h

11 08 11 07 11 07 11 07 11 07 11 07
τ = 1 11 08 11 07 11 07 11 07 11 07 11 07

p
=

3

# DoFs 160 704 2944 12032 48640 195584

τ = 1
h

17 11 17 10 17 10 17 10 17 10 17 10
τ = 1 17 11 17 10 17 10 17 10 17 10 17 10

Table 7.3

Numbers of iterations with one and two smoothing steps. The polynomial degree of the HDG
method is p and the injection operator is I2

ℓ
.

8. Conclusions. In this paper, we have extended the convergence analysis of the
homogeneous multigrid method for HDG [16] to more general cases. The stabilization
parameter τℓ which need to be τℓ =

c
hℓ

in [16] has been generalized to τℓhℓ . 1 with-
out influencing the convergence of the multigrid method. Furthermore, the injection
operator used in [16] can be replaced by any injection operator satisfying (IA1) and
(IA2). Moreover, the theoretical analysis also covers RT-H and BDM-H.
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